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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(thank you Mary for that kind introduction) It is an honor to be here today to speak with you regarding the museum profession and the place the West Point Museum holds in museum history within the Hudson River Valley.   West Point, and the Hudson River valley, is for many of us, considered to home and it is also the well-spring of the United States Army. Not far from the place where the Continental Army encamped under the watchful eye of its Commander, General George Washington, who fortified this by the finest soldiers in the Army.  From the American Revolution to today’s War on Terror, American Soldiers have always been the Strength of our Nation, willing to fight for the Freedoms and the way of life we enjoy. The West Point Museum is the Keeper of the Cadet history and the inspiration for future generations of the Long Grey Line. For those not familiar with the site of West Point, Let me play a short 120 second video. (Play video) 



The Beauty of West Point 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
America’s Army – Cadets, Soldiers, and Army Civilians – epitomize what is best about America. Willingness to sacrifice to build a better future for others and to preserve our way of life.  As Director of the Museum at West Point, I am passionate about our maxim… ”Preserving America’s Military Heritage”.  And I relish the opportunity to share the art and artifacts that tell the story of our Army.  Artifacts and artwork show where we have been and where we are going. They show pride in a dedication to Duty, Honor, Country.  When the Secretary of Defense spoke at a recent West Point graduation, he spoke to the Cadets about “A New Army being shaped, one in which leaders will have responsibility to direct and help create the end state, one in which “the only thing we can predict is that wars are unpredictable, and they remain a fundamentally human endeavor. “My friends in the History department have a saying; “Much of the History We Teach, Was Made By People We Taught”.   Thinking of this statement in a broader context, we each have the ability to impact those we mentor. As a soldier, cadet or Army Civilian we are teachers. As a Museum Curator, I’m usually wearing gloves and handling artifacts with great care. With the cadet corps I want each cadet to touch the cannon on Trophy Point. Place hands on the great Chain. Make contact with their history. The past is integral to our learning experience. 



Artifact based Historical Holdings

Artifacts of the 
Revolution
1775 to today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basis of the museum’s collection dates from the historic days of the American Revolution when West Point was a fortified camp along the Hudson River.  It was a significant site, even to the point of being called “the Key to the continent.” As it guarded the strategic communication and transportation links centered about the Hudson River.  It was to West Point that many of the fruits of Patriot victories were brought for storage and distribution such as captured cannon, shoulder arms and other munitions from the turning point American victory at Saratoga in 1777.  At the end of the war most of the new nation’s ordnance and quartermaster stores were brought to West Point.  Guarded and cared for by 55 of the 80-man army retained by Congress for the country’s defense, the captured trophies attracted tourists immediately. In 1784 one visitor was especially entranced by the military memorabilia at West Point.  In a letter he described “20,000 infantry rifles…with bayonet and sling” along with “artillerymen’s tools, pikes, sabers, etc.” all in storage in two yellow-painted windowless warehouses along the Hudson River.  He went on to write of “160 [artillery pieces], munitions wagons, limbers, etc., most of them captured at Saratoga and Yorktown” stored at Fort Clinton on the edge of the bluff overlooking the Hudson River.  Already these cannon had “an inscription on every piece taken from the enemy” stating “the place where it was captured; these trophies serve as so many cost-free monuments to their glorious triumphs.”  Today, in the West Point Museum and other sites about West Point one can still find a few of these “monuments” to the American soldiers who won our independence.  Whether it is the camp drum of the British 9th Regiment of Foot, surrendered at Saratoga, a mortar captured at Stony Point, or a Brown Bess musket restocked at West Point and stamped “US”, these silent witnesses to history have remained here to begin the story of the West Point Museum.



Academic Building – Circa 1858
Drawing Studio
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With the founding of the Military Academy in 1802, the ordnance stores also became tools of instruction.  The fist graduated Cadet, Joseph G. Swift, wrote of the trophies under the care of Major George Fleming, noting that Fleming viewed the ordnance “as almost his own property.”  It is good that these first historic objects had a dedicated caretaker.  Through the next few decades the fate of these artifacts was uncertain.  Collections of art and geological and ethnographic specimens as well as more military artifacts were acquired by the various departments.  In 1833 the Board of Visitors noted that the collections of trophies of war “ought to be preserved as monuments of the glorious struggle which secured our independence”.  In 1838, with the building of a new Academic building, space was allotted on the second floor for engineering and architectural models used for cadet instruction.  On the floor above was the “mineralogical cabinet” and the “Drawing Hall” where geologic specimens and artwork done by the drawing classes were displayed.



Musee d'Artillerie
Academic Building 

Presenter
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`Although the traditional date of the founding of the West Point Museum is usually given as 1854, the collections on view then had actually been acquired in previous decades.  In fact it is correct to state that the collections of today’s museum predate the founding of the United States Military Academy in 1802.  The museum’s very name – The West Point Museum – reflects the age and diversity of its holdings, making it more than just a college or University museum.  It is also known that by 1843 the military artifacts had been organized into some sort of collection.  In that year Lieutenant Miner Knowlton (USMA 1829) wrote to Lieutenant James Duncan (USMA 1834) of the Second U.S. Artillery, asking for a specific artifact to be placed in “our Musee d’Artillerie.”  Knowlton requested that Duncan send an artillery sponge staff recovered from the site of the Dade Massacre in Florida to the museum for display.  In December of 1835, a detachment of regular soldiers under Major Francis Dade was ambushed and wiped out by Seminole Indians.  Today the monument to this event stands near the Old Cadet Chapel in the Post Cemetery.  Duncan responded that he would send the sponge staff to West Point under the charge of Lieutenant Henry J. Hunt (USMA 1839) noting that he had recovered it from the battlefield himself, “about six weeks after the massacre when the dead were buried.”  The artifact is important because it clearly shows that a museum existed at the Military Academy before 1854, that it was not just preserving what was already present, but was seeking relevant items for its collections as well. These facts help to establish the West Point Museum as the oldest federal museum, predating even the Smithsonian Institute.  Today the sponge staff from the Dade Massacre is museum accession # 4587.  It is possibly the first piece specifically acquired for the collection at the museum.  With it the West Point Museum began a new era of collecting and preserving the history and traditions of the U.S. Army as well as the historic site West Point and the United States Military Academy.



Ordnance Museum 
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It was in the Mexican-American War of 1846-1848 that firmly established both the United Sates Military Academy and the West Point Museum as permanent institutions.  The value of the young Military Academy had been questioned by numerous critics prior to that war, but the unparalleled successes of the American Army Forces in that conflict proved the value of its graduated cadets.  The commanding general of our forces in Mexico, Winfield Scott, sent a gift to Superintendent Henry Brewerton (USMA 1819) of sections of flagpoles from captured Mexican forts, calling them “precious trophies of the valor and skill of our gallant little army” and a victory which Scott firmly believed was in no little part due to the contributions of the graduates of the Academy. At the same time President James K. Polk directed, under the provisions of an Act passed in 1814 that trophies from the war be sent to the Military Academy at West Point.   By February of 1849 the flags captured from the Mexican Army were deposited at West Point.  Cadet Philip H. Sheridan (USMA 1853) described the scene as the Corps received “the trophy flags and bore them up the Plain amidst the roar of forty 18-pounders which echoed and re-echoed through the Highlands.”    In fact, by the 1850s there was so much public attention given to the historic holdings at the Military Academy that the Board of Visitors again recommended that a proper museum be established AND opened to the general public.  Thus, in 1854, while Robert E. Lee (USMA 1829) was Superintendent, a public museum, known as the Ordnance Museum was opened. (SLIDE)



Ordnance Museum 

Presenter
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Since 1854 the museum at West Point has been housed in several sites.  Until the new Headquarters Building (now Taylor Hall) was finished in 1909, the museum was housed in several Academic buildings near the Cadet Barracks.  These sites saw an ever-increasing collection in size and scope.  In 1858 two of the most significant artifacts in the museum’s holding arrived when the War Department sent a British color of the Seventh Regiment of Foot captured in 1775 and an Anspach-Bayreuth color surrendered at Yorktown to West Point.  Both flags had been given to George Washington by Congress at the end of the American Revolution and were in turn gifted by his stepson, G.W. Parke Custis to the War Department.  Throughout the century each campaign and war brought additions to the museum’s holdings.  The Civil War brought so many artillery projectiles that their weight threatened to collapse the floor of the museum.  The wars with the Western tribes of Native Americans brought numerous ethnographic specimens, mostly interestingly, purchased from native entrepreneurs rather than scavenged from battlefields.  When the United States became a world power with our war with Spain and the resulting imperialistic adventures in the Philippines and China, so many trophies appeared that today they still adorn many parts of our campus such as the cannon at the entrance to Cullum Hall.



USMA Museum (1942-1948)  Taylor Hall
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After the First World War the Museum in today’s Taylor Hall featured French “75” cannon which fired the first American shot of the war which failed to end all wars as well as numerous examples of the machine guns which had helped make it so deadly.  The Second World War saw the first closure of the public museum and a scrap drive which eliminated many irreplaceable pieces of ordnance from the collections.  Its victorious conclusion brought new trophies such as Nazi Field Marshal Hermann Goering’s diamond-encrusted baton and the flag which flew over the Dachau concentration camp when it was liberated.  Graduate Dwight D. Eisenhower (USMA 1915) returned to bring a gift from France – a sword carried by Napoleon Bonaparte as First Consul of France.  The Museum also was given the field boots and campaign hat worn by General Joseph W. Stillwell (USMA 1904) when he marched out of Burma and the Medal of Honor awarded Alexander Nininger (USMA 1941).  As more and more art and memorabilia of graduates were received it became clear that the old name of Ordnance Museum was now inappropriate and in 1942 the museum was renamed the “USMA Museum.”  However, given the diversity and quality of the museum’s holdings it was soon realized that this name was also inadequate.  In 1948, along with the first professional curator and director, the museum received its current title of WEST POINT MUSEUM.



West Point Museum (Thayer Hall)
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The renovation of the Riding Hall in 1958 into Thayer Hall, an academic building, gave an opportunity to once again place the museum in more comfortable surroundings.  In Thayer Hall, for the first time, the museum was in a space specifically designed as a modern, fully functional museum with separate display, storage, research and fabrication facilities.  This new, spacious area gave the West Point Museum the opportunity to create life-size dioramas, a display technique well in advance of what most museums featured in the 1950s.  Visitors to the museum in Thayer Hall probably still remember the 14th century man at arms mounted on horseback, undoubtedly the most photographed feature of the museum.  Also popular were the First World War trench scene which was originally complete with sound effects and once even a stray rat!  Later the museum staff built a full-size French café scene to highlight a World War I staff car and soldiers in a few of the museum’s outstanding original Great War uniforms.The Thayer Hall site placed the museum one floor above the Department of History, and its classes were constant visitors to the museum for lectures and demonstrations of original artifacts given by the museum staff.  Other departments made use of the museum, visiting frequently, with Foreign Language students explaining the displays which ranged from ancient Egyptian bronze axes to the Davy Crocket tactical nuclear device.  The site presented the perfect opportunity for the Corps to make full use of the extensive museum holdings.



WEST POINT MUSEUM 

Presenter
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With the purchase of the Ladycliff College grounds by the Military Academy in the early 1980s, a plan was devised to enhance public access to the museum sited in conjunction with the Visitor Center at what was then called New South Post.  In July of 1988 the museum in Thayer Hall was closed – the second time in the museum’s history – and not reopened until 1 September 1989 when its new site in Olmsted Hall (formerly Ladycliff’s Rosary Hall) was ready.  For the first time all the stored collections of the West Point Museum were incorporated under one roof.  More secure and separate areas were created to store the now-divided and professionally housed uniforms, weapons and art holdings.  Displays are shown in six galleries, with a large gallery dedicated to the history of the Military Academy being a prominent feature of the site.  Today a totally-renovated West Point Museum continues preserving, displaying and assisting in the goal of cadet and public education.  With an outstanding collection of weapons, uniforms, art and historical memorabilia encompassing the military history of much of the Western World.



West Point Gallery

11
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As one walks the halls of the Museum and the myriad of facilities at West Point, the names…Grant, Sherman, Sedgwick, Thayer, MacArthur, Pershing and Patton ring loud and true.   I still get a sense of excitement when I see Washington’s Pistols, Napoleon’s Sword, Custer’s last message, the safety plug removed from the Bomb dropped on Nagasaki, and the Pen which signed the Surrender documents on-board the Missouri.       I observe the trophies of past victories with awe and reverence.  I am inspired by the deeds of West Point Graduates. 



West Point Gallery
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History of Warfare Gallery
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History of Warfare Gallery
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American Wars Gallery
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American Wars Gallery
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History of U.S. Army Gallery
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Small Weapons Gallery
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Large Weapons Gallery
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21st Century Leaders 
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1.30 video – Inspiration – History based by GEN H. Norman Schwarzkopf 



West Point Museum
MATCUL – Material Culture Program

https://www.westpoint.edu/academics/academic-
departments/history/material-culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Studying material culture at West Point is a groundbreaking method within the military.   Bringing Material Culture or (MATCUL as we call it) into the classroom provides a mode of investigation that teaches cadets a methodology for circumventing their cultural perspective and allows them to identify with a different system of belief. This practice helps cadets to gain a greater awareness of the biases of their cultural perspectives. 

https://www.westpoint.edu/academics/academic-departments/history/material-culture


West Point Museum
Preserving America’s Military Heritage
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By undertaking cultural interpretation through artifacts, we can engage the other culture in the first instance not with our minds, the seat of our cultural biases, but with our senses. This affective mode of apprehension through the senses that allows us to put ourselves figuratively speaking, inside the skins of individuals who commissioned, made, used, or enjoyed these objects, to see with their eyes and touch with their hands, to identify with them empathetically, is a different way of engaging the past than abstractly through the written word. Instead of our minds making intellectual contact with minds of the past, our senses make affective contact with senses of the past.      “By making visible to cadets their cultural perspective, material culture studies effectively aid the development of greater self-awareness and humility. Both these qualities are essential for becoming leaders with empathy.



•Enhance pedagogy across the 
Department of History through 
the integration of material 
culture into the classroom by 
partnering with course directors 
and the West Point Museum to 
develop teaching collections for 
all Department of History 
courses.

- Encourage diverse Cadet scholarship while 
supporting and highlighting Cadet research 
projects which utilize material culture as primary 
sources.
- Increase interdisciplinary partnerships and 
projects across the Academy by collaborating 
with other departments to provide material 
culture solutions that support Cadet learning.
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Daily I remind cadets that you must “Realize that you not only live amongst history, you create it. So don’t be surprised if a Curator asks you to donate to the historic collections of the Army based upon future endeavors. Each graduates story is part of the greater story; each victory is part of the Army’s victory. The tremendous men and women serving in our Army today are part of the generation who believe in the power of our Nation’s values, exemplified by the promise of America.  In a world of complex threats, Army soldiers give our Nation stability, liberty and prosperity. 



Hands on History 
with MATCUL
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Modern textbook 



Hands on History 
with MATCUL
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Today a soldiers unwavering dedication to duty, to our county, and to all America, embodies the Army motto “This We’ll Defend.”  So, remember to touch a piece of history soon and connect your link to the great chain of Army Heritage. The artifacts we preserve of your history show the American public that the American Army has guaranteed our freedom and security, though tested, has never faltered – and will never fail. 



TROPHY POINT

National Historic 
Landmark
Over 300 pieces of 
Artillery from Museum 
Collections



Unique Resource to the Nation





West Point Museum
Preserving America’s Military Heritage
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